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VEN predominantly local studies need to see the locality in
the context of the whole of which it forms a part. Nowhere is
this more valid, surely, than in the case of the County Palatine of
Chester, which was, due to administrative developments of the
mid-fourteenth century, unquestionably an integral part of the
patrimony of the prince of Wales when he held the earldom of
Chester, and necessarily a part of the royal demesne when the
king was earl. So the County was always but a constituent part of
a greater whole, whether in the hands of prince or king. However,
in the context of royal administration, the County Palatine has
often been regarded as a special case. Indeed it can be seen that in
the eyes of both contemporaries and historians it has occupied a
rather anomalous position. B. P. WolfTe, for instance, treated
lightly of the County in his study of the royal demesne.2 Undoubtedly this was because there was little mention of the County
and its revenues in documents appertaining to royal financial
administration, save when, as Wolffe noted, they were included in
Cromwell's estimates of I433-3 The demesnes in Cheshire never
conformed with the traditional lines of exchequer control of the
royal demesne even when the County was in the hands of the
king. 4 Legally speaking, too, the king never held any lands within
the County as king, but only as earl of Chester. 5 Such peculiarities
and of course the palatinate status itself have thus led WolfTe and
others to regard the County as a thing apart.
My researches covering the reigns of the first two Lancastrians
have led me to believe that this view is misleading. The County
Palatine was special and in this period certainly its palatinate
status remained unimpaired, at least in theory but the stress
should be placed not on the peculiarities per se but rather on
how this special status affected the administration of the County,
and, in particular, its place within the royal demesne. As a selfcontained unit with a well-established administrative structure,
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and with the nature of a virtually unchangeable institution, the
tenure of which could never be in dispute, the County was in
essence a microcosm of royal government, but not distinct from
the latter. Certainly, the seeming individuality of the County has
been enhanced by the survival of its institutions and their records:
in some cases, it is as if these institutions were purposefully maintained by the Crown long after they had outlived their initial
function as independent bodies.
The elevation of the County into a principality by Richard II
in 1397 had been a somewhat artificial attempt to re-establish the
separateness of the area, for his father's administrative methods
had already blurred the main distinctions, so assimilating the
County within the patrimony of the prince of Wales.8 After 1399
problems which needed national resolution brought the County
further within the national infrastructure, in its financial, administrative and military aspects. Such problems included the political
situation at the change of dynasty (possibly at its most acute in
Cheshire), and the uniting of the resources of the duchy of Lancaster to those of the Crown, which would have some impact on
the relative financial importance of the two areas. Even more
important was the need for a united war effort against the Welsh
rebels and the crucial role of the County in this, along with the
later rallying of national resources for the renewed attack on
France. With such considerations as these, the relationship between the County on the one hand and the royal demesne and
nation on the other could only become closer during the reigns of
Henry IV and V. This, as we shall see, is exactly what happened.
The first years of the reign of Henry IV witnessed policies
dictated by the king rather than the prince, despite the fact that
the liberties and franchises of the latter's apanage were to devolve
upon him 'quitement et entierement disseverez de la corone
d'angleterre'. 7 By necessity, certain appointments were made by
the king before the County was formally granted to the prince.8
Even after the grant, Henry was not prepared to delegate complete control to his son, due to the continuing disloyalty of the
County and the involvement of so many Cheshire men in Hotspur's rebellion. 9 The proximity of the County to North Wales
and the defection of the chamberlain of Chester, John Trevor, to
Glendower in 1404 strengthened the king's inclination to supervise
his son's patrimony in the early years of the Welsh wars.10 Remember too that Henry of Monmouth was but twelve years of age in
1399. He was not allowed to assume control for anything other
than routine business either in Wales or Cheshire until 1405, by
which time he had little choice but to follow the policy laid down
by his father, Henry IV."
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It has been remarked that Henry IV's policy towards Cheshire
was one of almost unparalleled conciliation, despite the previous
and sometimes continuing commitment to the Ricardian cause. 12
This policy, it is thought, was motivated by a feeling of insecurity
which moved the king to seek to bend the County to his own will
rather than bend its back by a heavy-handed display of displeasure. However, changes wrought in 1399 and subsequent
years enforced a markedly Lancastrian system of administration
and personnel on the County. The Lancastrian policy, I would
argue, was one of infiltration, rather than, or possibly as well as,
conciliation. It provides a marked contrast with the method if not
the result of the policy of Richard II. Both monarchs aimed at,
and succeeded in, bending the County to the royal will. Richard
relied upon personal charisma and upon the exploitation of the
naive and anachronistic desires of the leading gentry for increased
local independence.13 Henry IV and his son relied upon slower
but surer means the gradual imposition of such royal control as
was familiar in other areas of the royal demesne, although
principally within the pre-existing administrative structure of the
County.
The imposition of this Lancastrian policy is reflected in several
areas. The first is in the increase of central supervision. During
the principate of Henry of Monmouth, the administration of the
County and its demesnes was supervised, along with the rest of
the prince's patrimony, by the prince's council. As in the fourteenth century, this council held overall control of the various
lordships and demesnes, and indeed may have exercised even
greater control over estate administration under Henry of
Monmouth than it had in the time of the Black Prince." Certainly
Henry's council maintained close surveillance over both estate
and household finances.10 Local Cheshire officials were responsible
to it, and when the council was not present in the County, the
usual method of control was for Cheshire business and petitions
to be discussed by it at its base at Westminster, either by written
contact with the relevant local officials, or by the presence of the
latter in person before it. Very little action was taken save at the
command of the council or at least with its consent: this was
especially true of matters concerning leases and escheats. So, for
instance, a proposal to lease the town of Northwich in 1403 (letters
for which had already been issued under the Chester seal), had to
be abandoned because it had been made without the knowledge
of the prince and his council.16 For at least the first eight years of
the principate, the control exercised by the council was not at all
remote, for the council was frequently in Cheshire with the prince
during the Welsh wars, and it exercised executive control over the
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assignment of local revenues to Welsh defences at this time, even
if the administrative decision to do so originated at a higher
level.17 Undoubtedly, in the later years of his principate too, the
prince relied increasingly on his council for control of the administration of his estates whilst his role in national politics concentrated
his interests elsewhere.
Basically, this structure of administration was not changed by
the accession of Henry as king. Following the policy of Richard II,
the County was not farmed out when Henry became king: this
contrasted with the general policy of farming the County in
earlier centuries when it was in royal rather than princely hands.
So the new king maintained the by now well established system
whereby the chamberlain of Chester accounted for all issues with
some supervision from above. Such supervision was presumably
provided by the royal council, or at least that section of it with
special responsibility for landed interests, which comprised many
men previously on the prince's council. Although conciliar activity
in the County was much diminished compared with the time of
the principate, with the result that responsibility for local estate
administration was largely delegated to the lower levels of the
local administrative structure (especially to the chamberlain of
Chester), some unity of approach was maintained by the activities
of the chief steward of the royal estates, the auditors, and
exchequer officials who restricted their efforts to the exploitation
of escheats and the collection of debts.18 It must be admitted that
there was no parallel in Cheshire to the increasing interference by
Henry V and his council into the administration of the estates of
the duchy of Lancaster.19 The degree of central control over the
Palatinate of Chester would be most likely to increase in the long
period of royal control from 1413 to 1454.
The second area in which Lancastrian policy is reflected is in
the choice of personnel. Cheshire's administration had been the
first to experience the change of regime in 1399 and the removal
of the predominantly Ricardian administrators of the higher
echelons was immediate and expected. John Trevor as chamberlain had been appointed as a Lancastrian nominee even before
Richard's deposition. 20 There was considerable change in demesne
personnel too in 1399. The immediate changes at this level were
principally where offices had previously been used as instruments
of patronage, or where manors had been granted to Ricardian
supporters and were now resumed into the prince's hands. So, for
instance, William de Becheton as 'equitator' of Delamere Forest
and William le Scrope, earl of Wiltshire, as 'supervisor' of the
royal forests in the County, both honorific positions, were removed
from office by the new regime. Middlewich came back into direct
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control now that William Bagot was dead, and Macclesfield Park
was similarly resumed and a parker appointed by the king at the
death of Peter de Legh, the Ricardian supporter and lessee. There
were further changes in personnel at the manor of Drakelow, in
the keepership of the Dee Mills, and in the offices of sheriff and
escheator of the County. In addition, a new steward of Macclesfield was appointed and the lordship of Macclesfield was now
under the control of the chamberlain of Chester along with the
other demesnes in the County, instead of being administered
separately as in the last years of the reign of Richard II.21
Many of those appointed to local offices now as later were
brought in from outside the County or else were Cheshire men
who had achieved prominence in royal or princely service and
were thus acceptable to king, prince and to the local population.
Several prominent examples can be mentioned. Robert Castell,
keeper of the Dee Mills from 1401 and also steward of Northwich
had no discernible Cheshire connection, but was a member of the
prince's household and acted as paymaster of the Prince's troops
in Wales. 22 Hugh le Despenser, steward of Macclesfield from 1401
to 1403, was previously governor of the young prince, and at one
time in control of the arrangements for the defence of North
Wales. 23 Most significantly, perhaps, William Troutbeck, appointed chamberlain in 1412, had no Cheshire connections before this
date but developed such during his term of office and was
succeeded in office by his son. 24 Several Cheshire men who had
served the Lancastrians elsewhere were introduced into Cheshire
administration at this time. Hugh Holes, who held land in the city
of Chester, and who, after service in the royal judiciary, became
deputy justiciar of Chester and North Wales in 1398, later served
in Cheshire and elsewhere as steward of the prince's lands and
was temporarily bailiff of the Forest of Macclesfield in the first
year of the new reign when Macclesfield was being assimilated
with the rest of the prince's demesnes in the County.25 Gilbert
Talbot, appointed justiciar in 1403, held lands in the south of
Cheshire but had previously seen service in the prince's household.20 Another with Cheshire lands and earlier service in the
County and elsewhere was Sir John Stanley senior. After service
in Ireland he was steward of the prince's household from 1403 to
1405 and then of the king's household from 1405 to 1412. In the
first office, he had been much employed as an intermediary
between Cheshire and the prince's council, especially in the crucial
days after the battle of Shrewsbury when he was responsible for
the defence of the city of Chester and for receiving the Cheshire
rebels back into obedience. He was appointed steward of Macclesfield in 1403 but exercised much more influence in the County
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than this office might seem to allow. His value lay not only in his
proven ability and experience but also in his acceptability to the
king, prince and to the people of Cheshire." Overall, demesne
administration throughout the period was dominated by nonCheshire men, although the sheriff and escheator were exclusively
local men. Local gentry were relied upon to serve on juries and
commissions but otherwise had few formal functions.
The introduction of outsiders into demesne administration is
paralleled by the recipients of patronage from County funds in
this period.28 The type of recipient falls into chronological divisions.
It must be observed first of all that Richard II had made most of
his grants out of Cheshire revenues to local men in order to bolster
his already substantial support in the County. Indeed, after 1397,
there was a stepping up of this local patronage. Some who received
annuities in the last years of the fourteenth century had already
served as officials in the palatinate, but the majority had taken no
previous part in the affairs of the County and had no particular
claim to enjoy the king's favour. In 1399, twenty-one of these
Ricardian annuities (including three which dated back to the
time of his father) were confirmed by the Lancastrians, but only
eight so confirmed were in the hands of men with Cheshire connections. These eight were chiefly those who bridged the two
reigns in administrative service. Otherwise there was a general
purge in the ranks of annuitants. This was to be expected in the
case of Richard's household officials who received small sums out
of Cheshire revenues, but is of more significance in the case of
Cheshire men. Again it demonstrates that Henry IV's policy was
not wholeheartedly one of conciliation. Twenty-one new annuities
were granted between 1399 and 1403, most of which went to
Lancastrian placemen. Only nine went to exclusively Cheshire
men. Here again the choice was clearly made by the king rather
than the prince. It is perhaps significant that no grants were made
to the officials of Henry of Monmouth's central financial administration. Grants made between 1403 and 1410 show more Cheshire
recipients, most notably those who had given valuable service
under the prince in Wales, for instance the Mainwaring brothers,
John, sheriff 1403-8, and William, lessee of the demesne of
Drakelow, who led the expedition to reduce Anglesey to royal
obedience in 1405. Other members of the prince's party were
rewarded, amongst them William Harrington and Thomas
Tunstall who had headed a joint retinue in Wales, but the largest
grants went to the earl of Arundel, Lord Zouche and Sir John
Grey of Heton, who had no apparent Cheshire connections.
Several demesne officials also received annuities in these years.
From 1410 to 1413 nine annuities were granted but only two of
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these were to local men. Only one annuity was granted between
1413 and 1416, that being to John Stanley junior, ostensibly as
his fee for the performance of office as steward of Macclesfield.
After 1416, William Troutbeck was granted two annuities and
another nine went to royal household officials.
All this reflects the extent to which the County was becoming
increasingly assimilated within the royal demesne. As we have
seen, Richard II had used Cheshire revenues primarily to favour
Cheshire men. The recipients of Lancastrian annuities and also
of grants of lands were predominantly non-Cheshire men. 29 Many
already had held annuities from royal or princely funds elsewhere,
and Cheshire annuities were frequently granted in lieu of annuities
previously taken from other sources. 30 Such interchanging of the
source of payment demonstrates that the County was regarded in
the same light as the rest of the royal demesne,, and that its
patronage could be used indiscriminately and not solely to favour
local inhabitants. Cheshire resources were thus used along the
same lines as elsewhere and this use can only have been given
further permanence by the long period after 1413 of royal rather
than princely control.
Just as the County administratively was part of the greater
whole, so its revenues formed part of the total revenue of the
prince or king; the overall policy of these two must have influenced the exploitation of this particular constituent. Patronage
was one important area, of course. Wolffe saw a hierarchy of
function in the royal demesne, valid at least up to 1399 and
probably later.31 The first priority was that royal lands should be
used to support the royal family; this lay behind the whole concept of the patrimony of the prince of Wales and in this period,
for instance, was also responsible for the grant of Macclesfield to
Queen Catherine in 1422. 32 The second most important function
of the royal demesne was patronage, and only after this had been
met was the demesne regarded as the provider of an intermittent
and fluctuating contribution to royal revenue. We have already
seen that Cheshire was exploited for the sake of the royal family
and patronage; I now intend to turn my attention to the use of
the County's resources as a whole. In the absence of any direct
indications of policy, as are contained within the Register of the
Black Prince, any conclusions on general policy must be inferred
from the evidence of actions taken in estate administration. The
clearest expression of intent must surely be the use made of
Cheshire revenues in the context of royal and princely finances.
During the rule of the Black Prince, receipts and expenses in
the County had increased but so too had liveries (deliveries of
money) to the prince's exchequer, so that the County was making
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a large and valuable contribution to his revenues. In 1302, for
instance, liveries from Cheshire and Flintshire had totalled
£1,000, in 1326 £1,470, but in 1360 amounted to £2,6oo.33
Under Richard II, however, Cheshire revenues were increasingly
dissipated in the payment of annuities and other rewards for faithful service. This policy had been begun by the Black Prince, for
already in 1371, out of £2,500 revenue chargeable in Cheshire
and Flintshire, £ i ,800 had been assigned to be paid in annuities.34
Under Richard further revenue was lost by the increasing alienation of manors in toto. By 1399, Frodsham, Middlewich, Northwich, Overmarsh and Little Saughall were alienated from royal
control.35 The result of this policy, paralleled in the duchy of
Cornwall too, was that very little money was paid from the
County directly to the royal exchequer. 36 Although in 1396,
£574 was paid over, this was very much the exception. In most
years, between £ i o and £40 was the sum involved, and indeed,
in at least two years of the reign, expenses exceeded receipts. 37 It
is important to note, however, (especially in the light of a similar
situation under Henry V), that the mise sometimes was paid
directly to the royal household.38
At the accession of Henry IV, then, there were basically two
options which could be pursued. It might have been expected
that Henry of Monmouth would revert to the policy of the Black
Prince and expect a reasonably good financial return from the
County. Indeed the commons in the first parliament of the new
reign would seem to have been advocating such a policy when
they deplored the excessive and importunate alienations made by
Richard from County revenues ' as diverses personnes nient dignes
que poy ou riens remaynt des ditz principalitee (Wales was
included in this criticism) et countee dont le dit tres honore
seigneur le Prince puisse sustenir son tres honore estat come
affiert'. The commons were afraid 'si que par celle cause lui
conviendra a force d'avoir autre assignment et vivre de les revenues
de Roialme qu ferait tres grant charge a nostre dit seigneur le
Roy, de son Roialme, et de toute la communatee dicelle'.39 They
petitioned, therefore, that the substantial alienations made by
Richard be declared null and void so that the prince might enjoy
the full financial benefit of his patrimony. The king's reply to the
petition was notably cautious: 'quant as personnes nient dignes,
apres ceo qu'ils soient conuz, lour lettres serront repelles'. However, the commons petition was successful to some extent in
Cheshire. All units which had been alienated during the reign of
Richard, with one exception, Frodsham, were returned to direct
control, although in most cases this could be seen to be the result
of political rather than financial considerations. Over our period
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as a whole, the tendency was for manors to remain under direct
control, although many local issues were leased separately. After
1399, there were no further alienations until 1410 when Shotwick
was granted to William Porter, again an outsider. After being
leased from 1411, Northwich was restored to the control of the
Hollands, who had held the town under Richard II.40 This
chronology and the general policy of maintaining comital control
is important in three ways. First, as has been said, it demonstrates
how the commons demand was met. Second, it may suggest that
the commons demands for resumption in the royal demesne in
1404 did have some impact in Cheshire even though the County
was technically exempt because of the fact that it was in the
hands of the prince. And third, it is important to note that there
was no further alienation until after the Welsh wars, undoubtedly
because Cheshire revenues were, as we shall see, so crucial for the
sustaining of the prince's war effort in Wales.
However, as far as annuities were concerned, it was rather the
policy of Richard II which was maintained in the early years of
the reign of Henry IV. Annuities continued to consume 40 to 50
per cent of Cheshire revenues in these years.41 The Chester
exchequer remained important, then, primarily in its capacity as
a spending department. The sums remaining on the chamberlain's
accounts were small and only in the first three years of Lancastrian
rule was money paid out of general county issues to the prince's
central financial organisation. These liveries are detailed in
Appendix I (1400-02). Although amounts so delivered were
higher than the direct income from the County under Richard,
they were depleted when compared with liveries of the earlier
fourteenth century. The contributions of 1401 and 1402 included
an unspecified amount from the mise, but even so the contribution
of the County remained small, especially when compared with
receipts from the prince's other estates. For instance, John
Waterton, the prince's receiver in Cornwall, paid over £2,720 to
the treasurer of the prince's household between November 1402
and November I404-42 In addition it will be noted from Appendix i that, with the exception of income received directly from
the escheator and bypassing the chamberlain, receipts from the
County were concentrated at the beginning and at the end of
Henry's principate. In the intervening years, that is to say from
1403 to 1410, Cheshire revenues were diverted directly to cover
the expenses incurred by the prince in the Welsh wars, a use
which had an important and far-reaching impact upon the financial administration of the County, and so merits a detailed study
here.
The war with the rebels in Wales could be expected to have a
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great impact upon Cheshire. Indeed Geoffrey Barraclough went
so far as to say that the rebellion of Glendower is enough to
explain why the County Palatine was left untouched despite the
opportunity presented by the events of 1399 to end its palatinate
status.43 Certainly the position of the County had been affected
in the past by the state of Wales. Once Wales had been captured
in the thirteenth century, Cheshire became more and more a subordinate part of the apanage which was the endowment of the
prince of Wales, with a growing tendency for the latter's administration to be centralised in London. 44 When Wales again became
a centre of revolt in the early fifteenth century, then Cheshire, as
a marcher region, once more came into prominence in its own
right, both militarily as the headquarters of Henry of Monmouth,
and also within the financial administration of the prince's lands.
It is well known that the financing of the prince's involvement
in the war in Wales proved a difficult problem. He could hardly
be expected to live of his own, even for the payment of his own
military activities and retinues. Indeed, royal revenues were
frequently directed to his use,45 although his complaints of being
kept short of money are frequent too.46 His household accounts of
the early years of the war reveal a very narrow margin between
receipts and expenses: between April and July 1403, he received
£7,174 6s. 8d., but out of this he had to meet expenses totalling
£7,153 55. 3fd.47 It is clear that his own revenues, especially of
areas as close to Wales as Cheshire, could be expected to play a
major part in the financing of his war effort. Yet as can be seen
from Appendix i, Cheshire made no direct contribution to the
prince's household after 1402. This was because his council,
possibly acting under the direction of the king, had chosen to tap
the County revenues at source and to redirect them directly to
financing the defence of North Wales without the need for them
to pass through his central financial organisation.
In some ways this was not a totally new departure from accustomed procedure. The Chester exchequer already generally bore
the cost of the defence and repairs at the castles of Chester, Flint
and Rhuddlan. The first years of the reign of Henry IV had
already witnessed a multiplicity of expenses paid out on the
chamberlain's account; in 1401, for instance, Hotspur had
received payments from county revenues for holding the sessions
in North Wales.48 By 1402 the Chester exchequer was subsidising
the cost of victuals and munitions in other castles.49 However, as
yet, these charges were regarded as but temporary and were
accounted as allowances deducted after the balance of the account
had been calculated, rather than being treated as a distinct category in the discharge side of the account. These small, casual
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payments may, however, have been important in encouraging
the decision to use Cheshire revenues further. The proposed
method of financing the Welsh defences had been discussed in the
royal council, and an ordinance, probably drawn up after 7 March
1403 when the prince was appointed royal lieutenant in the
Marches it is undated in Harris Nicolas' collection of privy
council records demonstrated the initial intention. 50 The total
annual cost of the North Wales garrisons was estimated at
£2,421 35. 4d. whilst the sole revenue available amounted to
only £1,333 6s. 8d per annum, leaving a deficit of £ i ,087 16s. 8d.
In this ordinance, only the costs of the defence of the castles of
Rhuddlan and Flint were to be met out of the revenues of
Cheshire and Flintshire. It was presumably hoped that the cost
of the remaining castles could be met out of the revenues of their
own localities, as usual. 51
However, as the rebels gained ground in Wales, the prince's
administrative structure therein collapsed, and such charges
could no longer be met out of local sources. The financial situation, assessed by a valor (valuation) of all the prince's landed
resources in England and Wales, summarised in Appendix 2, now
appeared desperate. 52 Although it was calculated here that the
prince held lands of a gross annual value of £10,758 ias. 9jd.,
demesne expenses and annuities immediately consumed £2,742
i os. i f d. of this sum. In addition, it was noted that he could no
longer command any revenue whatsoever from his lands in
Wales. Thus he had but £2,402 75. i^d. at his disposal, out of
which he was expected to meet the usual expenses of his household
and of the maintenance of his castles and manors in England, as
well as to ensure the adequate defence of his castles and towns in
Wales. Clearly this would prove impossible, for the same valor
stated that the cost of garrisoning and victualling of these same
castles and towns was at least £2,903 per annum. Thus the prince
was already £500 las. io|d. in debt before he even began to
meet his regular household expenses. His estate revenues alone,
then, could not meet the charges incumbent upon him in these
years.
With the net value of Cheshire given on this valor as £425
is. 5d., it would seem ridiculous that any attempt should be
made to meet these Welsh expenses out of County revenues. Yet
another valor, summarised as Appendix 3, did precisely this. 53
Here the gross and net values of Cheshire alone were totalled, but
the figures stated were not the same as on the first valor. Then
followed details of expenses intended to be met out of the total
net value, after demesne expenses had been met.54 Significantly,
the first items to be placed on the discharge side of this valor were
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the wages of garrisons of certain towns and castles in North
Wales, at the same rates of pay as on the other valor. If these as
well as the usual County expenses were met, then the Cheshire
exchequer would be in debt to the extent of nearly £1,500 per
annum. Yet if we look at the chamberlain's account for 1402-3,
we can see that Welsh expenses totalling £1,342 os. 6|d. had
been paid ostensibly out of Cheshire revenues in these years.55
How, then, had this use of Cheshire revenues come about, and
how was it possible to meet such expenses when county revenues
were obviously so inadequate? Such questions can only be
answered by a detailed discussion of the valors, and in particular
by establishing the date of the general valor. However, there is
not space enough here to discuss these points in detail. 60 It is
enough to say that it is likely that the general valor predates the
Cheshire one, and that this general valor drew its value of the
County from an earlier Cheshire valor that is now lost. Perhaps
each area where the prince held lands was instructed to assess its
value so that a comprehensive valuation of all the resources at the
prince's disposal could be made. The result would be the general
valor. When it was decided to meet some of the Welsh expenses
out of Cheshire revenues, a new Cheshire valor was drawn up.
What can have occasioned this decision ? It is clear that the payment of such large amounts out of Cheshire revenues was made
feasible only by the availability of an additional source of money
in the form of taxation. Three thousand marks had been paid by
the people of Cheshire in 1401 as the traditional mise payable at
the creation of a new earl: this was to be paid off by the end of
1404." By November 1403, it was known that a further three
thousand marks would be collectable from the inhabitants of the
County in return for a pardon for their involvement in Hotspur's
rebellion, although it was not until November 1404 that Henry IV
formally granted this revenue to the prince, specifically to spend
on the defences of North Wales.58 Indeed the king's move may
have been made in the light of the general valor where it had
been demonstrated that the prince's landed resources alone were
inadequate to support him in the war. It is significant, too, that
the citizens of Chester were persuaded to supply shipping and
victuals for the proposed expedition to recover Beaumaris in lieu
of paying their three hundred mark contribution to the fine in
cash.69 The contribution of these two subsidies to the account of
the chamberlain of the County, although not mentioned on either
of the valors, enabled the wages of the garrisons of Chester, Flint,
Rhuddlan, Caernarvon town and castle and Conway town and
castle to be met out of Cheshire revenues regularly from 1403
onwards. In some years, the wages of the garrisons of Harlech,
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Denbigh and Beaumaris were also paid from County revenues.
In addition, payments were made for the victualling of these
castles, and, from 1405, for the wages of their constables.60 This
move to pay the most important regular costs of the Welsh
defences out of Cheshire revenues was not merely for financial
reasons but also for administrative ease. Cheshire revenues were
not only fulfilling the previous function of North Welsh revenues:
the Chester exchequer was taking over the function of the
Caernarvon exchequer and of the various receiverships too, even
if only during the temporary collapse of authority in North
Wales. 61 This was a sensible and convenient system: it would
have wasted much valuable time sending Cheshire revenues to
London only to redirect them then to North Wales. It was a
natural development out of the fact that Chester was the military
headquarters of Henry of Monmouth, and that the chamberlain
of Chester was at this time also chamberlain of North Wales and
Flintshire. 62 It must have increased the standing of the Chester
exchequer and of Cheshire resources, which were both directly
involved in, if not indispensable to the prince's war effort. This
emerges even more clearly when it is remembered that Cheshire
revenues previously had played a relatively insignificant role in
the prince's total resources.
There is no doubt that the demands of the Welsh wars placed
a great burden on the finances of the County. Without the contribution of the mise and fine, expenses would have exceeded receipts
in four years between 1401 and 1407. With such contributions,
this was only the case in 1404 and 1406 when Welsh expenses
were at their zenith. 63 Taxation was not the only means by which
the prince and his council hoped to meet the high expenses out of
Cheshire receipts. From 1403 to 1408 there was a conscious
move to increase demesne revenues in the County.64 Increasing
attention towards the exploitation of the manors is demonstrated
by marginal notes in the accounts commending certain categories
of income for attention by the prince's council, presumably with a
view to increasing revenue from that particular source. 65 This was
common with regard to tolls arising from seigneurial monopolies,
where perhaps the only scope lay for increasing revenue now that
the demesne lands proper, forest revenues and agricultural profits
commonly were leased for a static return. The success of this
policy is revealed by the increase in the income from market and
salt tolls in the Wiches between 1404 and 1406, and in judicial
income at Macclesfield.66 Certain other moves can be seen as
fitting in with the general trend towards increasing direct income
from the demesnes. For instance, the council refused to lease the
town of Northwich in 1403 possibly because they felt that direct
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control would bring in more revenue, especially when income
from tolls could be increased.67 Greater attention was paid in the
years of war to the collection of arrears and to the payment of
debts enrolled on the Great Roll of Debts.08 Recalcitrant officials
were forced to present their accounts, which in one case was of
money received in the time of Richard II. 09 Arrears had to be
collected to help meet the increased expenses as yearly issues, even
with the contribution of taxation, were inadequate. It is not
coincidental in this context that the method of accounting was
changed between 1402 and 1405: the Westminster form of
account was introduced to replace the Winchester form which
had been in general use in the County since the i35o's. 70 In
placing arrears as the first item on the charge side of the account,
the new form of account regarded such arrears as cash in hand,
collectable as receipts, and so readily stated the total, cumulative
resources available for spending in Wales. The change is of
further significance in the context of Cheshire and the royal
demesne. There is much to suggest that it was made in order to
bring the County in line with other estates held by the prince of
Wales, if not, indeed, with the royal demesne as a whole. Royal
lands already used the Westminster form: the estates of the honor
of Halton, an enclave of the duchy of Lancaster within the geographical boundaries of Cheshire, consistently employed this
form. 71 The extant accounts of the prince's household administration used the Westminster form, and it was also adopted in
Flintshire and North Wales during his principate. 72 The format
of the account used in the duchy of Cornwall underwent a similar
change, but possibly in the early years of the reign of Henry V,
again 'probably to bring it more in line with the established
procedure in other parts of the royal estates'. 73
In order to pay the irregular Welsh expenses out of Cheshire
funds, regular county expenses, especially annuities, were allowed
to fall into arrears. Over the entire period, annuities made up on
average 31.5 per cent, per annum of the discharge on the chamberlain's account. For the reign of Henry IV, the yearly average was
24.8 per cent, but from 1404 to 1406 the proportion spent on
annuities fell to 10-11 per cent. This was achieved by deferring
payment of such annuities. When the backlog of payments began
to be cleared up from 1412, more than 50 per cent of Cheshire
revenues (c. £800) had to be spent on the payment of current
annuities and arrears, compared with an annual average of 38.6
per cent (c. £300^400) for the reign of Henry V as a whole. 74
It is clear, therefore, that all Cheshire resources were geared towards the financing the prince's expenses in Wales.
Loans and transfers from other princely funds were used to
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boost the amount available in the Chester exchequer.75 Nevertheless, the revenues available remained inadequate. We know
that the constables of Caernarvon were due to pay £561 is. 2^d.
to their troops between 1405 and 1407 but could recover only
£478 18s. 3^d. from the chamberlain of Chester. 76 In addition,
wages of Cheshire contingents involved in the wars could never
be paid out of Cheshire funds, with the exception of the financing
of the campaign led by the sheriff in 1405 to reduce Anglesey to
royal obedience. 77 It is interesting to note that both earlier and
later military activity by Cheshire contingents tended to be
financed out of royal rather than County funds, although the
wages of the Cheshire troops at Agincourt were paid by the
chamberlain in his account of 1416 17. 7S Cheshire revenues were
heavily oversubscribed by 1408 when there was no further income
from taxation. Indeed, the Chester exchequer was in debt in
three, possibly four, years between 1408 and 1413, even though
Welsh expenses were beginning to decline. By 1407 demesne
revenues would appear to have been exploited as far as possible,
and there began a sharp decline in income from landed and
judicial income in subsequent years. 79 Had the grave situation in
Wales persisted, many serious financial problems would have
arisen in the County.
Certainly this use of Cheshire revenues was regarded as but
temporary, for the prince's council hoped to meet the costs of the
Welsh defences out of Welsh revenues as soon as possible. As early
as 1405, when an increasing number of constables of North Welsh
castles were taking their fees from the Chester exchequer, it was
decided 'loquendum pro istis feodis quia assignanda super diversa
dominia infra Wallia pro salva custodia ibidem'.80 The payment
of the expedition to Anglesey was initially disallowed on the
chamberlain's account as it was hoped to meet such costs out of
local revenues now that royal authority had been restored on the
island. 81 From 1407, income was once more forthcoming from the
prince's demesnes in Flintshire, and in the last three years of the
reign of Henry IV was large enough to bring about a partial
recuperation of Cheshire finances.82 By 1408, most constables were
able to take their fees from Welsh sources, and two years later,
only Conway needed subsidisation from Cheshire funds for its
garrison.83
Payments to the prince's household could be resumed in the last
years of the reign of Henry IV, although these were considerably
smaller than similar payments at the beginning of the reign.84 In
1411, money could be paid out of Cheshire revenues to support
the troops which Henry of Monmouth intended to send abroad to
the aid of the duke of Burgundy.85 It may have been that the
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prince sought to increase his direct income from the County when
himself out of royal favour in 1412-13.86 However, it is clear that
Cheshire revenues were not in an adequately healthy state to bear
further exploitation. It was thought preferable to clear up first of
all the backlog of regular county expenses.
These last years of his father's reign were very influential in
determining the policy which Henry of Monmouth was to pursue
as king. They saw the gradual re-establishment of the Chester
exchequer as primarily a spending department. There was little or
no direct financial return from the County, and throughout the
reign of Henry V, we can see a growing indifference towards the
exploitation of demesne revenues. Ordinary county revenues
made no contribution to royal finances: table i illustrates that
payments from the County to the royal exchequer between 1413
and 1422 were limited almost exclusively to years in which there
was irregular income from taxation. The two mises raised during
the reign provided 71 per cent of the Cheshire contribution to
royal revenues between 1417 and 1422, for there had been no
contribution at all in the first four years of the reign.87
TABLE i Taxation and Liveries to the Royal Exchequer, 1417-22
Year

1417
1418

Total Liveries

£940

1420
1421
1422

£731
£596
£375
£731
£113

i6s.
1 8s.
os.
135.
I2S.

8d.
lod.
od.
4d.
gd.

Total

£3489

is.

7d.

1419

Liveries of taxation
£833
£666
£333
£333
£333

6s.
135.
6s.
6s.
6s.
nil

8d.
4d.
8d.
8d.
8d.

£2500 os. od.

Towards the end of the reign, there may have been some move
towards increasing the regular return from the County, for in
1421, a livery was made to the exchequer where half came from
demense profits. It is possible, too, that there was some attempt to
increase the revenue available from the County by decreasing the
discharge side of the account. There is some suggestion that
annuities were being allowed to decline with recipients not always
being replaced at death.88 If pressure was put on Cheshire
resources then this must have been for the same reason as pressure
was put on all royal resources, in order to provide much needed
cash for the war in France. Indeed, some Cheshire revenues were
directed to specific war expenses.89
Despite these possible moves towards the end of the reign, the
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period from 1413 to 1422 as a whole demonstrates a return to the
status quo of the reign of Richard II. As king, Henry V had all
the resources of the crown at his disposal, including the whole of
the vast Lancastrian inheritance as well as those lands which he
had held as prince. Any revenue Cheshire could provide would
form but a small, if not negligible, proportion of total income.
Now that the temporary importance of Cheshire revenues and
exchequer during the Welsh wars had come to an end, the financial significance of the County was further eroded. Thus the
County was once more important as a spending department, for
most revenues were disbursed in fees for offices which were becoming increasingly honorific under the Lancastrians, annuities and
foreign expenses of a similar kind. Such outgoings tended to be
regular and static for the most part: this was only possible now
that demesne revenues and expenses were almost fossilised and
static themselves. Discounting arrears for the moment, the balance
of each year's account, both at each unit and in the composite
account of the chamberlain, was reasonably constant so it could
be assigned in advance and at source to non demesne expenses
on a regular basis. Only irregular income, principally taxation,
would necessarily be delivered to the central financial organisation
for disbursement and even some of these receipts would be paid
out immediately by the exchequer in fees and pensions.
So what does this study of the use of Cheshire revenues tell us
about the attitude of the prince and king towards the County?
To what degree was the County assimilated within the royal
demesne and royal financial organisation in general ? First of all,
I think we must discount the years of the Welsh wars as being
atypical, an interlude, albeit a significant one, in the history of
the County. The demands of the war had not only re-established
the strategic importance of the County as a border area, but had
also enhanced its administrative and financial importance, by the
payment for and the direction of the defences of North Wales
from the Chester exchequer. However, it is clear that this importance was shortlived. These years were an interlude between two
periods in which the principal direction of royal policy was towards the absorption of the County more completely within the
national infrastructure. This we have seen demonstrated in the use
of revenues, the pattern of appointments and in the size of and
recipients of patronage.
One effect of such a royal policy was the general lack of
exploitation of the demesnes and the reliance on other sources of
income. This appears to have been the case on other royal and
princely lands; thus we can see that Cheshire was governed
according to standard royal policy. By 1422, county revenues
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were certainly being used along the same lines as the revenues of
the rest of the royal demesne, principally for patronage rather
than for direct financial return. By this time too, Cheshire could
be expected to contribute to taxation at the same time as the rest
of the kingdom; although basically it maintained its own method
of granting such sums, the two sums granted under Henry V were
not made at the instance of the conditions usually demanded for
the levying of a mise in the County but because of national
enthusiasm and support for the war in France.
A second effect of royal policy was probably to diminish the
importance of Cheshire both as an independent unit and as part
of the royal demesne. In 1376, the County was already the least
valuable in monetary terms of all the major landholdings of the
prince of Wales.90 By 1403, the gross revenues of the County
contributed but 7.6 per cent of the gross value of the prince's
lands, whereas Cornwall contributed 23 per cent and Wales
52 per cent, although, of course, there was no contribution from
the principality at the time of the Welsh wars.91 The County
probably declined in importance now that the king had at his
disposal the Lancastrian inheritance. In comparison with the little
interchange between Cheshire and the royal exchequer under
Henry V, duchy revenues were used to the full, contributing
£14,000 over the reign, with money even conveyed from duchy
funds to the king in France. Differences in attitude are also
reflected in the emphasis upon the efficient exploitation of duchy
lands during the reign of Henry V which contrasts sharply with
the indifference shown towards Cheshire revenues before and
after the Welsh wars.92
The long period of royal control after 1413 can only have aided
the process of assimilation. It is significant that the County was
included in Cromwell's declarations of 1433 and also felt the
impact of the Act of Resumption of 1457 even though there was a
prince of Wales at the latter date, especially when we remember
that a similar act of 1404 had not been applicable in the County.
By the mid-fifteenth century, therefore, it is clear that Cheshire
had become assimilated within the royal demesne. This process,
begun under Richard II but temporarily halted by his creation of
the principality of Chester and by the Welsh wars, continued
without interruption from 1413 onwards. So if we wished to
generalise about the development of the role of Cheshire, I might
offer the following suggestions that if the fourteenth century
saw the absorption of the County within the patrimony of the
prince of Wales, then the fifteenth saw its assimilation within the
royal demesne as a whole. The sixteenth century was to witness
its final inclusion in the kingdom by the termination of its palatin-
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ate status. This last move was the direct and natural result of these
two earlier developments.
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APPENDIX
I: The Contribution of the County to the Revenues of Henry of Monmouth.
(P.R.O. S.C.6)
Tear

Account

Source

Destination

1400

774/1 im3d

chamberlain
of Chester

79i/imii

great roll of
debts

774/ I 3m5d

chamberlain
of Chester
ditto

1402

I4»2

791/51111

774/i4m5d

1404

79i/7m7

I4°5

79i/iom6d

Thomas More,
prince's receiver
general
ditto

£353 6s. 8d.

£100 os. od.

John Wodehouse, £550 os. od.
prince's
chamberlain
Simon Bache,
£ 40 os. od.
treasurer of
prince's household

sheriffs of city prince
of Chester
Easter payment
of fee farm of
city
chamberlain
of Chester

Amount

£ 36 135. 4d.
'

John Wodehouse £166 135. 4d.

ditto

Simon Bache

£300 os. od.

ditto

JohnHenore
(capacity
unspecified)

£138 las. od.

ditto

John Attelbrig
(capacity
unspecified)

£246 6s. 8d.

ditto

John Spenser
prince's receiver
general

£

escheator
(specific
escheats)

JohnWynter,
prince's receiver
general

£ 43 135. 4d.

ditto

ditto
136

3 6s. 8d.

£ 66 133. 4d.

Cheshire, 1399-1422
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Tear

Account

Source

Destination

14.06

792/im7d

ditto

1408

793/3m8d

escheator
(general
issues)

1409

792/5mg

ditto

ditto

£71 35- gd.

1410

792/7mgd

ditto

ditto

£ 48 I2S. gd.

1412

792/9m7d

ditto

ditto

£ 37 6s. 8d.

HIS

7g2/iomgd

ditto

ditto

£ 46 us. 8d.

1408

775/8mi

chamberlain
of Chester
fines in Flint
for rebellion

1411

775/1 2m2d

Thomas Carnyka, £ 40 oos. od.
chamberlain
(foreign
prince's receiver
expenses fine general
of Welsh rebel)

1412

775/i4mad

Thomas Carnyka, £100 oos. od.
chamberlain
(foreign
keeper of prince's
expenses fine wardrobe
for
misjudgement)

ditto

Amount
£ 33 6s. 8d.

Hugh Mortimer, £ 84 igs. 6£d.
prince's
chamberlain

John Wodehouse, £266 133. 4d.
keeper of prince's
secret treasury

II: Valor of the Lands of the Prince of Wales, temp. Henry IV
(P.R.O. S.C. 11/862)
Summary
m.i
Visus valoris exitus et revenentie omnium terrarum, dominiorum, et
possessionuni domini principis Wallensis et.. . et decasus eorundem.
North Wales
South Wales
Flintshire
Cheshire

£3079
£3091 18s.
£ 342 igs.

id.
sd.

nothing
on account of
the rebellion

gross £ 824 145. lod.
net £ 425 is. 5d.

Devon and Cornwall
gross £2494 75.
net £1242 is.
Total value of all possessions
Total Expenses
Loss in North Wales on account
of rebellion

3Jd.
gjd.
£10,758 I2s. g^d.
£ 2,742 IDS. ifd.
£ 5,613 175. 6d. (sic)
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Summa remanencium pro sustentacione hospicii domini, necessariis
garderobe sue, et... aliorum feodorum, tarn infra hospicium quam extra,
. . . pro sustentacione et salva custodia castrorum suorum Wallie et pro
reparacione omnium aliorum castrorum et maneriorum suorum in Anglia.
£ 2,402 ys. i id.

m.a
La charge que monsieur le Prince a sustenuz et encore sustient entour la
sauvegarde et vitaillement des chateaux en seys mayns esteantz en Northgales et Suthgales.
£ 2,903 os. od.

Ill: Valor of the County Palatine of Chester, 1403
(P.R.O. S.C. 11/904)
Summary
Valor annuus comitatus Cestrie secundum quod responsum erat inde per
ministros domini in eodem comitatu a festo sancti Michaelis anno regni
regis Henrici quart! tercio usque festum sancti Michaelis anno regni
eiusdem quarto.
Value of County
(after itemisation of value of each demesne)
Expenses
Wages of men at arms and archers in castles of
North Wales
Alms

.'..

-

:

> .

Wages and fees of Cheshire officials
Annuities

-

Deficit (by calculation)

45. od.

£1,423

?s. 4d.

£

6s. sd.

61

£ 248 11 s. 8d.
'

Fees of Constables of North Welsh castles
(Caernarvon, Rhuddlan, Beaumaris)
Total Expenses
Summa totalis oneris scaccario Cestrie
incumbentis per annum durantibus
guerris, et solucionibus vadiorum
hominum ad arma et sagittariorum

£ yg8

\

£ 329

8s. 6d.

-; . ,..; £ 120

os. od.

.
.

.

. ;
. ' '

£2,284

ys. 4d.

"

- >
£1,486

35. 4d.

